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Abstract 
Human-computer interactions (HCI) are essential in computer-aided design (CAD) systems. 

Replacing the traditional computer mouse and keyboard by gestures for the design input has 

aroused wide interests of researchers to improve the naturalness and intuitiveness of HCI. 

Gesture-based design review systems are developed in this thesis for the CAD model review. 

Body gestures and hand gestures are captured using Microsoft Kinect and Leap Motion 

Controller, respectively. A template-based method is applied for the gesture recognition with 

the average gesture recognition rate of over 80%. Three of the frequently-used CAD 

commands including translation, rotation and scaling are proposed using gestures for the 

design review process. Applications of the design review systems show that the proposed 

methods are able to effectively trigger required design review operations via gestures. Results 

of the user tests show that intuitiveness and naturalness of HCI are improved via gestures 

compared to traditional methods of the design input. Users can have a better understanding of 

the product design using body gestures for the assembly review, and hand gestures for the 

detail review. 
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Chapter 1   

Introduction 

1.1  Research background 

Engineering tools play important roles in product design and validation. Tools such as 

computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided engineering (CAE) are integral in product 

development. Though these tools are effective in creating, modifying, and evaluating designs, 

it is not natural and intuitive to use these tools with the computer mouse and keyboard for the 

human computer interaction (HCI). In a design process, an intuitive and natural interactive way 

is desirable for users, such as using gestures in a design process. Design review is an important 

procedure of the product development. Its goal is to review product design to evaluate 

outcomes of a design and to identify problems before manufacturing, such as design errors and 

manufacturing difficulties. One important aspect in the design review is the understanding of 

design solutions. Typically, a number of formal and informal reviews are conducted during a 

design project. An efficient interface is needed to understand complex 3D geometries, 

component details in an assembly, etc. Interaction devices like the Microsoft Kinect (Zhang, 

2012) and Leap Motion Controller (Leap Motion Controller, 2015) could help improving the 

naturalness and intuitiveness of CAD and CAE tools by introducing gesture-based interfaces 

for HCI.  
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Gestures are commonly used as nonverbal communications between humans (Pavlovic, 

Sharma and Huang, 1997). As an intuitive and interactive way of communication, a number of 

human-computer interaction research activities have been conducted since the 1980s 

(Billinghurst, 1998). HCI interfaces are generally in the class of natural user interfaces (NUI) 

in which a variety of interactive possibilities are offered. The naturalness and intuitiveness are 

two major goals to achieve effective interactions between computers and human. We adopt the 

definition of “naturalness” as being easy to learn and remember and “intuitiveness” as the 

natural understanding of interactions (Grandhi, Joue and Mittelberg, 2011). 

Many HCI interfaces have also been developed in the design field. There are studies using hand 

data gloves (Kumar, Verma and Prasad, 2012), and wrist-worn gloveless sensors to enhance 

human interactions in design (Kim et al., 2012). However, as the special wearable hardware, 

there is an obstacle for them to be widely accepted. Availability of the low cost vision-based 

body gesture tracking devices such as Microsoft Kinect have spurred widespread interests in 

using gestures as the input of computers (Ren et al., 2013). Microsoft Kinect is selected as the 

body gesture sensor in this research based on following three reasons. Firstly, Kinect is a 

cost-effective device. The price of professional motion tracking systems such as IMU, 

OptiTrack is 10 or 20 times more than Kinect. Kinect does not require users to wear special 

devices for motion tracking. Secondly, Kinect can capture human skeleton joint data with the 

acceptable accuracy compared to other motion tracking systems (Yeung et al., 2014). Thirdly, 

unlike professional tracking systems with complicated parts, Kinect is easy to use for 

interacting with computers using body gestures.  
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Apart from using body gestures as the input of computers, designers can also interact with 

product models using hand gestures and motion tracking technologies. Different devices are 

available for the hand motion tracking including contact and non-contact sensors. There were 

studies using contact devices such as hand data gloves and wrist-worn gloveless sensors to 

detect the motion of hands (Kumar et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2012). However, non-contact 

devices have less hindrance to the hand motion compared to contact devices. Microsoft Kinect 

can track the human skeleton with a software development kit (SDK). There are studies for the 

hand gesture recognition using depth data from the Kinect sensor mainly focus on static 

gestures (Fiorentino et al., 2012; Vinayak et al., 2013; Le et al., 2014). Due to limitations in the 

accuracy and resolution of the device, Kinect is not a suitable device for detecting the hand 

motion. Recently, the Leap Motion Controller (LMC) has been developed to track the hand 

motion. The LMC is selected as the hand gesture recognition sensor in this research. The LMC 

as a hand motion tracking device has the following advantages. It is a vision-based tracking 

device with the low cost. Hand motions can be tracked in an interaction zone that is an inverse 

pyramid area up to 600 mm. Captured data can reach the accuracy of 200 µm (Weichert et al., 

2013). The LMC is explicitly targeted for hand tracking, and the orientation of hands and the 

position of fingers are computed automatically.  

The existing CAD systems mainly use the computer mouse and keyboard as input devices. A 

natural interface with an intuitive way can improve the user experience and involvement and 

increase understanding of CAD models. Virtual Reality (VR) is a technique that utilizes the 

computer graphics and special input/output devices to generate immersive and interactive 

environments for users. With advanced 3D visualization capabilities, VR shows superior 
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performances with a new perspective for users to interact with CAD models. It can enhance 

users’ immersive feeling and depth perception of 3D objects. Therefore, using devices like the 

Microsoft Kinect and LMC via gestures as the design input in VR environments offers users 

effective interactions with product models in a more natural and intuitive way than that using 

the computer mouse and keyboard. 

Incorporating gesture manipulations into CAD systems does introduce changes to the user 

experience. However, two of the following aspects are essential to be considered to design a 

user-friend, natural and intuitive design review system: the evaluation of devices and 

comparison of gestures. The evaluation with devices is required to promote the development of 

gesture-based HCI. The comparison of hand and body gestures for different review purposes 

will be helpful to decide the user preference for creating a user-friendly interface.  

Generally speaking, engineering CAD and CAE tools play a crucial role in designing and 

evaluating products. However, the ease of use, naturalness and intuitiveness are limited due to 

the traditional mouse and keyboard as input tools for the interaction. The work presented in this 

thesis evaluates two of the gesture-based interaction devices and compares features of different 

design review systems. 

1.2  Research objectives 

The objective of this research is to establish a gesture-based design review system in an 

immersive VR environment to allow users to review the product assembly and details 

effectively and to increase the understanding of product design in a natural and intuitive way. 

Based on literature review of gesture recognition methods and HCI applications, required 
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functions for the gesture-based design review system are decided. An immersive VR 

environment is integrated with the gesture-based design review system to improve the user 

experience. Static and dynamic gestures are designed to replace the computer mouse and 

keyboard for the design review command input. Three of the commonly-used operations in 

most CAD systems including translation, rotation and scaling are selected for the design 

review system. A template-based matching method is applied to achieve gesture recognition to 

guarantee that designed gestures can be mapped with extracted data from the sensors. The 

performance of HCI devices Microsoft Kinect and LMC are evaluated by gesture recognition 

experiments. The user experience is investigated by the user test with the statistical analysis in 

reviewing product design in the assembly and detail.  

In this thesis work, there are three main contributions: (1) A body gesture-based CAD design 

review system in a VR environment using the Microsoft Kinect is proposed. (2) A hand 

gesture-based design review system is developed using the Vizard VR software (Vizard, 2015) 

and LMC. (3) An integrated body and hand gesture-based design review system is established 

with the integration of Microsoft Kinect and LMC to achieve reviewing the product assembly 

and detail. Comparisons of these three systems and the mouse and keyboard as inputs for the 

design review are made through user tests and statistical methods. 

1.3  Thesis contents and structure 

As shown in Figure 1-1, this thesis is organized as follows. This Chapter introduces the 

research background, research objectives and the thesis outline. Chapter 2 introduces HCI 

devices, virtual reality (VR), gesture recognition methods and related research applying the 
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gesture recognition in HCI. The statistical analysis of user experience questionnaire is also 

reviewed. The body gesture-based design review system is introduced in Chapter 3, which 

includes the structure of the proposed system, designed gestures and manipulation, system 

application and evaluation. Chapter 4 involves a hand gesture-based interface for the detail 

design review. The constitution of the proposed system is described. Hand gestures are 

designed for the design review commands and hand gesture templates are applied for the 

gesture mapping. A shaft model with eight detail components and a wheel model with seven 

detail components are used for the application of the proposed system and system evaluation. 

The integration of body and hand gestures for the design review is presented in Chapter 5. 

The Microsoft Kinect is used for the body gestures recognition and assembly review, and the 

LMC is applied for the hand gestures recognition and detail review. An application is 

described to verify the proposed system. The advantages and disadvantages of proposed three 

design review systems in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are compared. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis 

and identifies contributions of the research. Future work is also discussed. 
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Chapter 2  

Literature review 

2.1.  Human computer interaction (HCI) devices 

Though advanced engineering tools and technologies such as CAD and CAE have emerged for 

conducting, improving, modifying and evaluating the product design, there is still a lack of 

investigation making the human computer interaction more natural and intuitive. The 

traditional devices such as the computer mouse and keyboard are not so natural and intuitive 

for HCI. Gesture-based HCI interfaces can be adopted to enhance the naturalness and 

intuitiveness of HCI. Contact-based devices and noncontact-based devices are the two kinds of 

devices for the gesture recognition and motion capture. 

The contact-based devices are best represented by the data glove such as CyberGlove (Fels, 

Pritchard and Lenters, 2009; Kessler, Hodges and Walker, 1995; Mohandes, 2013), 

Powergloves (Kadous, 2002), and CyberGloves II (Kováč, Ďurovský and Varga, 2014). 

Though these glove sensors can accurately measure the spatial positions and hand joint angles, 

wearing gloves make gesturing become cumbersome. To make the gloves less cumbersome, 

colored markers are applied in acquiring spatial positions of certain fingertips (Mistry and 

Maes, 2009; Wang and Popović, 2009). For the motion capture and body gesture recognition, 

contacted-based professional tracking systems are applied such as IGS-190, IMU and 
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OptiTrack (Ishii et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2009; Chang et al., 2012). However, the contact-based 

devices require users to wear sensors which hinder motions of the body and hand. 

Comparing with contact-based devices, noncontact-based devices provide the more freedom of 

movements. These devices are introduced using the RGB camera, depth camera and infrared 

camera (IR camera). They usually include one or more cameras. RGB cameras are used for 

the hand gesture recognition based on the difference of skin colors (Shin, Tsap and Goldgof, 

2004; Palacios et al., 2013). One limitation of RGB cameras is the sensitivity to light 

conditions. Changes of the light conditions can affect the image and further segmentation of 

the hand under the image background. Devices installing the depth camera or IR camera such 

as Microsoft Kinect and Leap Motion Controller (LMC) can reduce the effect of light 

conditions for the gesture recognition and motion capture.  

The Kinect sensor shown in Figure 2-1 contains a depth camera, a color camera and a 

four-microphone array that provides full-body 3D skeleton tracking. The color camera of the 

first generation of the Kinect sensor has a resolution of 640×480 pixel at 30 Hz. The depth 

camera has a resolution of 640×480 pixel at 30 Hz. Many studies use Kinect for the full body 

motion capture and body gesture recognition (Dave et al., 2013; Fiorentino et al., 2012; 

Cassola et al., 2014; Hsieh et al., 2014). It can track 20 skeleton joints. 

 

Figure 2-1 Microsoft Kinect (Kinect Robotic, 2012) 
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Instead of full-body tracking, the LMC shown in Figure 2-2 specializes in hand motion 

tracking with a higher resolution. The LMC has two Infra-Red cameras (IR cameras) and three 

IR emitters, which can detect hands both in bright and dark environments (Leap Motion 

Controller, 2015). Study on the accuracy of sensors suggests that it can be an effective tool for 

detecting hand gestures (Guna et al., 2014). Many researchers applied LMC as a tool for the 

gesture recognition and object manipulation (Potter, Araullo and Carter, 2013; Kerefeyn and 

Maleshkov, 2015; Avola et al., 2014).  

 

 

Figure 2-2 Leap motion controller (Leap Motion, 2015) 

 

There are different kinds of sensors launching these years with their own features for the 

motion capture and gesture recognition. The work presented in this thesis develops and 

evaluates design review systems with the Kinect sensor and LMC for body and hand gestures. 

2.2.  Virtual reality (VR) 

VR allows users to see and review their design in an immersive way. Combining VR with CAD 

and CAE provides users a better understanding of product design. Berta compared features of 

the CAD and VR systems with the potential benefits of the integration of VR and CAD/CAE 
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systems (Berta, 1999). The benefits include creating simple and natural interfaces for users   

and the immersive sense of feeling. Tseng et al. summarized the proper research applications 

using VR for the immersive 3D visualization (Tseng et al., 2017). Immersion is defined as a 

complete involvement in the virtual environment (Schuemie et al., 2001). Mujber et al. 

presented an overview on VR applications in manufacturing processes (Mujber, Szecsi and 

Hashmi, 2004). They categorized applications of VR in the manufacturing process into three 

areas as shown in Table 2-1.  

 

Table 2-1 VR applications (Mujber, Szecsi and Hashmi, 2004) 

Area Design Operation management Manufacturing 

Application Design Planning Machining 

Prototyping Simulation Assembly/Disassembly 

 Training Inspection 

 

Barfield et al. investigated the effects of stereopsis and head tracking on visualizing the 

structure of objects in a desktop virtual environment (Barfield, Hendrix and Bystrom, 1997). 

They find that head tracking plays an important role in virtual object visualization. Wang et al. 

presented a manual assembly design system with enhanced user experience using AR 

technologies (Wang, Ong and Nee, 2013). An assembly data structure is designed for assembly 

information management and a hybrid approach has been formulated and implemented to 

allow users to simulate a manual assembly process. A 3D bare-hand interaction is integrated 

with the assembly design for users to manipulate virtual components in a natural and effective 

way. Freeman and Coburn presented a VR interface for the CAD design visualization in an 
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assembly hierarchy (Freeman and Coburn, 2016). CAD design can be reviewed in the Unity 

software. Design parameters can be modified using interaction tools in the VR environment. 

EI-Mounayri et al. proposed an educational tool for the operation of a computerized numerical 

control (CNC) milling machine utilizing a virtual environment (EI-Mounayri, Rogers and 

Fernandez, 2016). They find that the environment is realistic and easy to navigate and the 

immersive technology is beneficial for the educational purpose. Fechter et al. introduced a 

VR-CAD assembly system for the product developer to achieve assembly planning (Fechter et 

al., 2014). They combined the highly intuitive interaction tools and VR techniques for 

visualization. A case study of a gear box assembly process is implemented. Pontonnier et al. 

simulated the assembly process of a digital mock-up (DMU) in both real and virtual 

environments (Pontonnier et al., 2014). An evaluation of real environment (RE), virtual 

environment (VE), and virtual force feedback (VFF) environments is provided. Results 

indicate that there is a force sensory gap between RE and VFF, they address this problem using 

haptic devices for simulation. Fillatreau et al. developed a unique framework for the 

checklist-based project for all steps of the Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) in an 

immersive VR environment (Fillatreau et al., 2013). At different stages of the PLM, companies 

develop numerous checklist-based procedures involving the prototype inspection and testing. 

The framework combines an immersive navigation in the checklist, virtual experiments when 

needed and multimedia update of the checklist. Song et al. applied the VR technology for an 

open-architecture product design evaluation process (Song et al., 2017). The interactive system 

provides users a close-real experience in the evaluation process. Pilia et al. presented the 

application of VR tools for assembly of a fusion machine (Fillatreau et al., 2013). The 
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simulation process makes it possible to be aware of the real size of a component and future 

difficulties in a real assembling process. The simulation is evaluated and compared to the 

physical mockup for the enhancement of VR tools. The aim of the application is to build a 

design tool that helps the designers from early stage of the designing process by taking into 

consideration of the assembly and maintenance aspects to reduce the project costs and the time 

of developing period. The research indicates that the VR technique is a useful tool in the 

designing and manufacturing simulation. Users can manipulate and interact with product 

models in an immersive environment for a better understanding of the product design.  

2.3.  Methods of the gesture recognition 

It is a complex task to recognize human gestures and map them into specific commands. There 

are different methods for the gesture recognition such as the template-based gesture 

recognition (Wobbrock et al., 2007; Nguyen-Dinh et al., 2012) and the machine learning-based 

gesture recognition including Support Vector Machine (SVM) (Marin et al., 2014), k-Nearest 

Neighbours (KNN) (Nagarajan and Subashini, 2015; Artyukhin and Mestetskiy, 2015) and 

Hidden Markov Models (HMM) (Mccartney et al., 2015). The classification of gesture 

recognition methods are shown in Table 2-2.  

The template-based gesture recognition is also known as the pattern-based gesture 

recognition. The gesture recognition engine matches users’ movements with predefined 

gesture templates. In this approach, gestures are first recorded and stored as the gesture 

templates. During the matching process, the performed gestures are taken as input and will be 

validated against the stored gesture templates. The template-based gesture recognition system 
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as shown in Figure 2-3 involves three phases: creating gesture templates, tracking gesture and 

extracting features, template matching.  

The HMM is a common method for the dynamic gesture recognition represented by a set of 

finite states with their transitional relationships characterized by the state transitional 

probabilities. The SVM and KNN are statistical classifiers. The prior one can deal with both 

linear and non-linear classifications by mapping inputs into high-dimensional feature spaces, 

and the latter is a simple algorithm that stores samples and classifies new data based on a 

distance similarity measure. However, a large amount of training samples is needed for these 

classifiers. Considering the small set of design gestures and the gesture recognition accuracy, 

the template-based gesture recognition is applied in this research (Pradipa and Kavitha, 2014).  

 

 

Figure 2-3 Template-based matching process  
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Table 2-2 Classification of gesture recognition methods 

Method Gesture type Reference 

Template-based Finger gesture (Wobbrock, Wilson and Li, 2007) 

Template-based Finger gesture (Nguyen-Dinh et al., 2012) 

Template-based Body gesture (Mahbub et al., 2013) 

Template-based Body gesture (Camgoz, Kindiroglu and Akarun, 2015) 

Template-based Hand gesture (Ren et al., 2013) 

Template-based Hand gesture (Carrera et al., 2014) 

Template-based Hand gesture (Wang and Wang, 2016) 

SVM Hand gesture (Marin, Dominio and Zanuttigh, 2014) 

SVM Body gesture (Miranda et al., 2012) 

kNN Hand gesture (Nagarajan and Subashini, 2015) 

kNN Hand gesture (Artyukhin and Mestetskiy, 2015) 

HMM Finger gesture (Mccartney, Yuan and Bischof, 2015) 

HMM Hand gesture (Keskin, Erkan and Akarun, 2003) 

HMM Body gesture (Ding and Chang, 2016) 

2.4.  Applications of the gesture recognition in HCI 

With the development of gesture recognition technologies, researchers have been interested in 

applying the gesture recognition in HCI since the past decades. Kumar et al. applied the data 

glove for painting and writing characters in a real-time environment (Kumar, Verma and 

Prasad, 2012). Stoerring et al. utilized a head mounted device (HMD) and head mounted 

camera (HMC) for the gesture recognition in an augmented reality environment (Stoerring et 

al., 2004). Wingrave et al. reviewed the application of using the WII remote controller to 

develop a 3D dance interface (Wingrave et al., 2010). Kim et al. utilized the wrist-worn 

gloveless sensor to build a virtual hand model applied in the 3D spatial interaction with mobile 
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devices (Kim et al., 2012). After the release of difference gesture recognition devices, the 

performances of the devices in HCI have been analyzed in different research. 

Buchmann et al. introduced a gesture-based system for the direct manipulation of virtual 

objects (Buchmann et al., 2004). They attached fiducial markers on each finger to track the 

fingertips and to derive gestures. Their systems allow users to pick up virtual objects in a 3D 

space. Francese et al. presented a research using the Wii mote and Microsoft Kinect to help 

people explore 3D geographical maps using body gestures (Francese, Passero and Tortora, 

2012). Participants navigated the maps using Wii mote and Kinect separately, and their 

reactions were recorded. Results of the study showed that motion control devices increased the 

users’ sense of immersion and presence during the interaction process. The gestural interfaces 

quickly bring the users from novice to expert navigation operations. Shiratuddin and Wong 

developed a gesture-based interaction paradigm with a non-contact gesture recognition system 

to detect real-time hands and fingers movements and their spatial positions in the 3D space 

(Shiratuddin and Wong, 2011). These gestures are then interpreted and executed for specific 

commands in a virtual world for architectural design. Fiorentino et al. created a system that 

users can explore a CAD model through an augmented reality environment and simulate the 

assembly process (Fiorentino et al., 2012). The authors performed a user study to validate the 

interface for users to become proficient and comfortable exploring CAD models. Tumkor and 

Esche used two Kinect sensors for users to explore and disassemble CAD models using hand 

gestures (Tumkor and Esche, 2013). To evaluate the system, the researchers conducted a user 

study measuring the completion time of assembling a design model. From the study they found 

that using gestures to perform some certain operations was faster than using the computer 
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mouse and keyboard. Gallo et al. explored the free hand navigation to control medical imaging 

data using Kinect (Gallo, Placitelli and Ciampi, 2011). In their work, they used gestures for 

manipulating medical models. Dave et al. developed a gesture interface for 3D CAD modeling 

using Kinect (Dave, Chowriappa and Kesavadas, 2013). Scale, rotate, translate commands are 

designed for manipulating 3D models. Nanjundaswamy et al. created a system that 

incorporates gestures, brain-computer interface and speech to make an interactive CAD system 

(Nanjundaswamy et al., 2013). They combined these three elements to make the traditional 

CAD systems more intuitive beyond using standard mouse and keyboard. Song et al. 

developed a system for interacting with CAD models using gaze and finger control (Song et al., 

2014). They identified three primary CAD tasks in order to build and test their system for 

translation, rotation, and zooming. Xu et al. proposed a non-touch volume interaction 

prototype using the LMC (Xu et al., 2015). They proposed a 3D volume interactive interface 

for the medical image visualized in different layers. Lee et al. applied gestures to control 

content displayed on a television screen (Lee et al., 2013). They used Wizard of Oz studies to 

develop gesture sets and allow user evaluation of gestures. They thought that it was better to 

focus more on how users would complete a task and less about how well a system would 

capture a certain gesture. Hsieh et al. presented a VR system to prevent elderly from falling 

down combining Unity3D with Kinect, and different body gestures were analyzed (Hsieh et al., 

2014). Skeleton joint data from Kinect are used to evaluate participant’s body condition in the 

training process. Sabir et al. developed an intuitive system that allowed biologists to explore 

molecular structures (Sabir and Tabor, 2013). The researchers conducted a user study. Babu et 

al. described a 3D sketch-based system for users to freely sketch 3D shapes using gestures 
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(Babu et al., 2014). The system can automatically classify sketches drawn in a 3D environment 

with the predefined sketch set for the sign language recognition. 

Gesture recognition has been applied in different HCI applications. Low cost devices like 

Microsoft Kinect and LMC with proper software development kits (SDK) have made them 

accessible for research. From the work mentioned above, we can see that the potential of the 

gesture recognition is noticeable. However, combining gestures with proper applications in the 

CAD/CAE area is still under development.  

2.5.  Statistical analysis of user experience questionnaire (UEQ) 

Comparing the new HCI interfaces with traditional mouse and keyboard interface is a common 

method to evaluate the effectiveness and performance of the new interface (Tang, Lee and 

Gero, 2011; Francese, Passero and Tortora, 2012). A widespread procedure is based on 

comparative methods for analyzing the user performance of doing certain tasks in different 

interfaces. A comparing procedure was labeled by Buisine as the paradigm evaluation for 

comparing independent groups realizing the same activity (Buisine et al., 2012). Different 

factors are measured in the paradigm evaluation such as the attractiveness, efficiency, novelty, 

etc. A common investigation concerns users’ opinions toward the quality of new features 

comparing to the old. Users’ opinions are usually measured through questionnaires based on 

Likert and Likert-type items in rating scales.  

The results of the questionnaires are analyzed to find the statistical differences between the 

compared aspects. In this research, the questionnaire results of the user test are analyzed 

following the guideline proposed by Guerra et al (Guerra, Gidel and Vezzetti, 2016). The 
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guideline aims at providing a pragmatic common procedure to analyze Likert and Likert-type 

questionnaire result in a scientifically-rigor and comparable way. The guideline is shown in 

Table 2-3. Five types of problems can be analyzed following the guideline: estimate sample 

size, estimate effect size, estimate statistical power, estimate statistical significance for 

independent groups and estimate statistical significance for related groups. In this study, the 

analysis is focusing on estimating the statistical significance for independent groups because 

there are no correlations among the different design review systems in operating process. 

T-test, z-test and ANOVA are included in parametric methods, and Mann-Whitney is 

included in nonparametric methods.  

 

Table 2-3 Questionnaire analyzation guideline (Guerra, Gidel and Vezzetti, 2016) 

Type of problem Parametric methods Nonparametric methods 

Estimate sample size Through Z-score table Parametric sample 

size*1.15 

Estimate effect size Risk difference, risk ratio, 

odds ratio, Cohen’s d, 

Glass’s delta, Hedges’ g, the 

probability of superiority 

Cliff’s delta 

Estimate statistical power Equal to 1-β. Use Cohen’s 

power table. 

Monte Carlo simulations 

Estimate statistical significance 

for independent groups 

t-test, z-test, ANOVA Mann-Whitney 

Estimate statistical significance 

for related groups 

Paired t-test, z-test Wilcoxon rank sum test, 

sign test 
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This chapter described the development of HCI devices, applications of VR, gesture 

recognition methods, applications of the gesture recognition and statistical analysis of UEQ. 

Microsoft Kinect and LMC are selected as sensors for the body and hand gesture recognition 

because of their low cost, contact-free and accuracy. The VR technology is proved to be a 

natural interface for users with an immersive sense of feeling. Vizard VR software is chosen as 

a platform for the product design review. The template-based and machine learning-based 

gesture recognition methods are summarized. Though the machine learning-based method 

shows the great performance in the gesture recognition accuracy, the template-based method 

is chosen for the gesture recognition because its reliable gesture recognition accuracy for a 

small set of design gestures without capturing training samples. The existing research has 

improved the gesture recognition accuracy using gesture recognition methods and devices, 

including comparing the device performance, testing gesture recognition methods with a large 

amount of design gestures. However, most researchers focused on the gesture recognition 

accuracy, and the research solutions regarding gesture recognition applications are limited in 

recognizing sign language and manipulating CAD models in assembly. This research evaluates 

two of the gesture-based interaction devices. The traditional computer mouse and keyboard as 

input devices are compared with gesture inputs and features of different design systems for the 

assembly review, detail review and comprehensive review in the product assembly are 

analyzed for the better understanding of product design. User test results are studied using the 

statistical method. 
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Chapter 3  

Body gesture-based user interaction in design 

review 

3.1.  Structure of the proposed system 

The proposed system in this research consists of three parts including the CAD model input, 

VR system and Microsoft Kinect device. Their relationships are shown in Figure 3-1. The 

CAD model input, based on the neutral format of CAD software, renders models for 

compatible data formats used in the VR system. The detail of CAD model input method is 

shown in Figure 3-2. The OSGB or Open Scene Graph Binary data format is used in the 

propose system. The VR system, based on Python programming, is a platform to visualize and 

navigate product models in the VR environment. Product models can be translated in x, y, z 

axes, scaled up and down, rotated in x, y, z axes using the body gesture as the input. Kinect 

using the camera and depth sensor is used as a tool to capture human skeleton joints’ data 

through a third party library-OpenNI (Zhang, 2012). It allows the middleware FAAST 

developed based on OpenNI and Microsoft SDK libraries to pass Kinect data of 24 skeleton 

joints to the VR system for a real time motion tracking (Suma et al., 2013). Figure 3-3 shows a 

screenshot of the body skeleton tracking using Kinect. 
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Figure 3-1 Proposed system structure 

 

 

Figure 3-2 CAD model input 

 

 

Figure 3-3 Kinect skeletal tracking  
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3.2.  Gestures and manipulations 

3.2.1.  Gesture definition 

There are three types of commonly-used manipulation tasks in most CAD systems including 

translation, rotation and scaling (Song et al., 2014). These tasks are usually operated using the 

computer keyboard and mouse. Using gestures to interact with computer gives users a reality 

feeling with new experience. An intuitive and natural way to carry out these tasks is introduced 

in this research using body gestures.  

The scaling, rotation and translation are three frequently used commands in a design review 

process. Apart from translation, rotation and scaling commands, navigation, exploding and 

assembly commands are added to the system. Six types of CAD tasks are linked to gestures in 

the proposed system as shown in Table 3-1. 

Considering the human cognitive load, some of the proposed gestures are used for multiple 

commands depending on the selection of the operation menu (Thakur and Rai, 2015). The body 

gesture design refers to Shiratuddin’s research of non-contact interactive systems for the 

architectural design (Shiratuddin and Wong, 2011). For static gestures, six gestures are defined 

to represent movements in the navigation and translation commands. Users can view the model 

from different directions and translate their positions. A coordinate system of the interface is 

shown in Figure 3-4. For dynamic gestures, six basic gestures are defined with combinations 

of two in a certain sequence. If a user performs gestures in the defined sequence, it will trigger 

the related command. The gesture for scaling up is the same as disassembly and the gesture for 

scaling down is the same as assembly. 
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Table 3-1 Gesture definition 

Static Gesture  

 

Gesture: Move forward 
Category: Navigation 
When the right hand is 
raised forward and the arm 
is around 90 degree to the 
chest, the main view will be 
navigated forward. 

Gesture: Move forward (Z 
axis positive) 
Category: Translation 
When the right hand is 
raised forward and the arm 
is around 90 degree to the 
chest, the selected part will 
be translated forward. 

 

Gesture: Move backward 
Category: Navigation 
When left and right hands 
move backward together, the 
main view will be navigated 
backward. 

Gesture: Move backward (Z 
axis negative) 
Category: Translation 
When left and right hands 
move backward together, the 
selected part will be 
translated backward. 

 

Gesture: Move upward 
Category: Navigation 
When the left hand is raised 
up and the elbow to the 
upper arm is around 90 
degree, the main view will 
be navigated upward. 

Gesture: Move upward (Y 
axis positive) 
Category: Translation 
When the left hand is raised 
up and the elbow to the 
upper arm is around 90 
degree, the selected part will 
be translated upward. 

 

Gesture: Move downward 
Category: Navigation 
When the left hand is raised 
down and the elbow to the 
upper arm is around 90 
degree, the main view will 
be navigated downward. 

Gesture: Move downward 
(Y axis negative) 
Category: Translation 
When the left hand is raised 
down and the elbow to the 
upper arm is around 90 
degree, the selected part will 
be translated downward. 

 

Gesture: Turn right 
Category: Navigation 
When the right hand is 
raised up by the side and the 
elbow to the arm is around 
60 degree to the right leg, 
the main view will be turned 
right. 

Gesture: Move right (X axis 
positive) 
Category: Translation 
When the right hand is 
raised up by the side and the 
elbow to the arm is around 
60 degree to the right leg, 
the selected part will be 
moved to the right side. 
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Gesture: Turn left 
Category: Navigation 
When the left hand is raised 
up by the side and the elbow 
to the arm is around 60 
degree to the right leg, the 
main view will be turned 
left. 

Gesture: Move left (X axis 
negative) 
Category: Translation 
When the left hand is raised 
up by the side and the elbow 
to the arm is around 60 
degree to the right leg, the 
selected part will be moved 
to the left side. 

Dynamic Gesture 

 
Gesture#1 

 
Gesture#2 

Gesture: Scaling up  
Category: Scaling 
The selected model will be 
scaled up, when the user 
performs gesture#1 and 
gesture#2 in a sequence. 

 
Gesture#2 

 
Gesture#1 

Gesture: Scaling down  
Category: Scaling 
The selected model will be 
scaled down, when the user 
performs gesture#2 first and 
follow by gesture#1. 

 
Gesture#3 

 
Gesture#4 

Gesture: Rotate (X axis)  
Category: Rotation 
The selected model will be 
rotated in the X direction when 
user raises the left hand around 
the chest and follows by raising 
the right hand to X axis.  

 
Gesture#3 

 
Gesture#5 

Gesture: Rotate (Y axis) 
Category: Rotation 
The selected model will be 
rotated in the Y direction, when 
user raises the left hand around 
the chest and follows by raising 
the right hand to Y axis. 
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Gesture#3 

 
Gesture#6 

Gesture: Rotate (Z axis) 
Category: Rotation 
The selected model will be 
rotated in the Z direction, when 
user raises the left hand around 
the chest first and follows by 
raising the right hand to Z axis.  

 
Gesture#1 

 
Gesture#2 

Gesture: Explode 
Category: Explode 
The model will be disassembled 
automatically in order to 
provide an exploded view of 
different parts. 

 
Gesture#2 

 
Gesture#1 

Gesture: Assembly 
Category: Assembly 
The selected model will return 
to the original place. 

 

 

Figure 3-4 Design review interface’s coordinate system  
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3.2.2.  Gesture analysis 

Recent developments of camera sensor technologies provide support to the gesture recognition 

based on skeleton data. Available platforms allow interactions in 3D virtual worlds using the 

motion capture technology, such as RINIONS, FAAST and NUILIB (Cassola et al., 2014). 

These platforms for the data transmission between Kinect and the computer software simplify 

the process of using gestures in applications. FAAST (Figure 3-5) with the support of OpenNI 

and Microsoft SDK libraries is applied in this research as the middleware to transmit human 

skeleton joint data to the VR system. 

 

Figure 3-5 FAAST interface 

 

The Kinect sensor captures human body skeleton data in the same scale of a real person and 

transmits the data into FAAST to integrate full-body skeleton tracking with VR applications. 

The VR system is connected to FAAST using the VRPN7 protocol (VRPN, 2016). FAAST 
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streams user’s skeleton data over a VRPN server and the server automatically starts when 

FAAST connects to a Kinect. A total of 24 skeleton joints’ transformations are streamed. The 

default coordinate system in FAAST is compatible with the VR system. For matching gestures, 

users’ gestures are compared to the relative positions between different skeletal joints (Sundar 

et al., 2003).  

A common skeleton matching method using skeleton joints is shown in Figure 3-6 (Sundar et 

al., 2003). However, if the skeleton matching only uses these end nodes, different body 

gestures are likely to share very similar matching features, such as Figures 3-6a and 3-6b, 

Figures 3-6c and 3-6d. We can clearly notice that Figures 3-6a and 3-6b are totally different 

gestures, but the end node information is basically the same. Therefore, an improved method 

considering the topological structure of human skeletons is proposed in this research to reduce 

the position matching defect. An example of the topological structure of human skeletons is 

shown in Figure 3-7. Compared to the end nodes matching method in Figure 3-6, the 

topological structure of human skeletons can provide a more accurate body gesture matching 

process via setting up angular and distance relations between different skeleton joints in order 

to reduce the matching mistakes. The skeleton joints are represented by vectors as follows. 
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Figure 3-6 Skeleton matching 

 

 

Figure 3-7 Topological structure of human skeletons 

As the Kinect sensor tracks the human body skeleton from position number 0, where N is the 

number of skeleton joints, the corresponding vectors can be expressed as V = {v0, v1, v2, …, 

vN}. The spatial positions of individual joints can be expressed in Eqn. (3-1). 

 { } ( ), ,     0,1, 2,...,i i i ix y z i NV = =  (3-1) 

In order to set up the angular relationship between vectors, the new formed vector can be 

calculated using Eqn. (3-2). 
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 (3-2) 

The distance between two vectors is calculated using Eqn. (3-3). 

 ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2

ij ij i j i j i jD V x x y y z z= = − + − + −  (3-3) 

Fig. 3-5b Fig. 3-5c Fig. 3-5d Fig. 3-5a 

Fig. 3-6a Fig. 3-6b 
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The angle between two vectors is calculated using Eqn. (3-4). 

 
arccos i j

i j

v v

v v
θ

⋅
=

 

 

 (3-4) 

Kinect sensor can detect 24 skeleton joints, it is possible to set up the angle and distance 

constraints among skeleton joints and their connections. As the coordinate system of the VR 

system is the same as the coordinate system of the Kinect sensor, the existing Kinect coordinate 

can be directly applied in the VR system as shown in Figure 3-8 (Kinect Robotic, 2012). The 

distribution of Kinect skeleton joints is shown in Figure 3-9. 

 

 

Figure 3-8 Coordinate system (Kinect Robotic, 2012) 
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Figure 3-9 Kinect skeleton joints 

 

The distance thresholds of different gestures are set up according to Eqn. (3-3) based on the 

vector distance calculation. However, the angle thresholds among different skeleton joints 

need to be adjusted. The vectors representing skeleton joints are shown in Figure 3-10.   

 

Figure 3-10 Skeleton joints in the 3D coordinate system 

 

In Figure 3-10, S is defined as the shoulder, E is the elbow and H is the hand. Two new vectors 

have to be created in order to constrain the angle between “elbow to shoulder” and “elbow to 

hand”, the constraint angle θ can be expressed in Eqn. (3-5) as follows. 
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arccos

ES EH

ES EH
θ

⋅
=

 

 

 (3-5) 

The turn left/move left gesture is selected as an example of gesture representation as shown in 

Figure 3-11. a1, a2, a3 in Figure 3-11 represent three attributes for turn left/move left gestures, 

a1 is the angle between the shoulder left to hand left and shoulder left to hip right, a2 is the 

angle between the elbow left to hand left and elbow left to shoulder left, a3 is the distance 

between the hand left and spine in Z axis. These three attributes form the left turning gesture 

template. When a1 is between 80 to 100 degrees, a2 is between 140 to 180 degrees and a3 is 

within 10 centimeters, the left turning gesture is recognized.  
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Figure 3-11 Example of gesture representation 

3.3.  Design review application 

A user interactive interface is developed using the proposed system. It is assumed that a user 

stands in front of the Kinect to review CAD models in the VR system. The design review 

interface shown in Figure 3-12 displays the operation menu, virtual mouse, and product model. 

The menu has five review commands placed on the top of the interface window. The product 
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model and component detail are located on the left top of the window. The white hand in the 

blue check box is a virtual mouse. The product model is placed in the middle of the interface. 

Using the interface, the user can change the view via body gestures. The gestures are matched 

based on the distance and angular thresholds among skeletal joints. The virtual mouse is 

controlled by left and right hands in the space area, which is programmed using “win32.api”. 

The virtual mouse can move in the interface window to perform functions of controlling 

checkboxes of the menu. The checkbox is used to avoid the gesture interference and execute 

commands correctly. If a checkbox is selected, the related body gestures will trigger 

corresponding commands to distinguish common gestures.   

The application is coded using Python programming language in Vizard for a full access to 

open-source community libraries and toolkits. The body gesture recognition consists of three 

processes, the body joint capturing, data transmission and gesture matching. The body joint 

capturing uses FAAST with the support of OpenNI and Microsoft SDK libraries. 

The OpenNI framework is an application programming interface that provides a middleware 

component to retrieve the images from Kinect and to determine the user limbs positions. The 

data transmission is based on VRPN (Virtual-Reality Peripheral Network) in FAAST with a set 

of classes and servers that are designed for data transmission in a network-transparent interface 

in VR applications (VRPN, 2016). The gesture matching is conducted in the Vizard VR system. 

The process consists of four steps: 1) software initialization, 2) importing models, 3) starting 

VRPN and adding sensors, and 4) defining body gesture triggered functions. The thresholds for 

different gestures are set in Step 4, the distance threshold between sensor0 and sensor14 is 

between 0.01 and 0.2 meters. The sample code of these four steps is shown in Figure 3-13. 
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The design review of a 168CC kart is conducted for the application of the proposed system. 

Solidworks models of the 168CC kart are imported into Vizard in separate parts: the frame, 

bumper, left front wheel, left rear wheel, right front wheel, right rear wheel, seat and 

accelerator, steering, motor and electric control. The part models are shown in Figure 3-14, a 

complete kart model is shown in Figure 3-15. 

 

 

Figure 3-12 Design review interface 
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Programming code 

1. #Software initialization 
2. import viz 
3. import vizshape 
4. import vizact 
5. import vizmat 
6. import vizproximity 
7.  
8. viz.go() 
9. grid = vizshape.addGrid() 
10.  
11. #Importing models 
12. bumper = viz.addChild('bumper.osgb',pos=(0,0.2,1.5)) 
13.  
14. #Starting VRPN and adding sensors 
15. trackers = [] 
16. vrpn = viz.addExtension('vrpn7.dle') 
17. t0=vrpn.addTracker('Tracker0@localhost', HEAD) 
18. t14=vrpn.addTracker('Tracker0@localhost', RIGHTHAND) 
19. trackers.append(t0) 
20. trackers.append(t14) 
21.  
22. #Defining body gesture triggered functions 
23. spin1=vizact.spin(0,1,0,10,2) 
24.  
25. def spin_1(): 
26.   global enterevent1     
27.   if enterevent1==True: 
28.     bumper.runAction(spin1,pool=1) 
29.  
30. def spin_11(): 
31.   t0pos=t0.getPosition() 
32.   t14pos=t14.getPosition() 
33.   distance014=vizmat.Distance(t0pos,t14pos) 
34.   print ('distance014=', distance014) 
35.   if 0.01<distance014<0.2: 
36.     spin_1() 
37. vizact.ontimer(1,spin_11) 

Figure 3-13 Coding example 
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In the design review process, users navigate in the virtual environment to review product 

models. When a specific model is selected in the menu, scaling, rotation and translation 

commands can be applied to the model. Users can have a close look at the model from different 

viewpoints. Figure 3-16a shows a general view of the disassembled model. The initial positions 

of individual models are predefined in the VR system. With the frame located in the center, 

four wheels scatter around the frame and motor is located at the right side of the frame. User 

can navigate around models. Figure 3-16b is a translation scene. The selected model (left front 

wheel) is translating its position in the interface. As the translation gesture and navigation 

gesture share the same features, either the translation gesture or navigation gesture will be 

activated during the design review process. The activation and deactivation process is achieved 

using the virtual mouse to operate the menu. Figure 3-16c is a rotation scene. A rotation 

command (around X axis) is applied to the selected model (motor and electric control). Figure 

3-16d is a scaling scene of the selected model in Figure 3-16c. During the review process, users 

can change the positions of the main view in the virtual scene by acting navigation gestures, the 

whole scene can be observed from different views. 
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Figure 3-14 Parts model 

 

 

Figure 3-15 Kart model 

 

a) b) c) 

d) e) f) 

g) h) i) 
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Figure 3-16 Design review 

3.4.  System evaluation 

Experiments were conducted to evaluate the system. Four methods were compared to select the 

best way to control the virtual mouse in order to reduce errors caused by data floating. Gesture 

recognition experiment was carried out to evaluate the gesture recognition rate and a user test 

was conducted. 

3.4.1.  Virtual mouse control 

The captured Kinect skeletal data are unstable to control the virtual mouse. Four methods are 

applied, Gaussian filter, average, weighted average#1, and weighted average#2, to smooth data 

transmitted from the Kinect sensor.  

For the Gaussian filter, the latest 500 samples are collected for smoothing and one-dimensional 

Gaussian formula is shown in Eqn. (3-6) where σ represents the standard deviation for the 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Gaussian kernel. The bigger σ is, the smoother the Gaussian distribution is. An example of the 

Gaussian filter calculation process is described in Figure 3-17. An example of the processed 

data is shown in Figure 3-18. The red line in the diagram is the smoothed data and the black line 

with the obvious fluctuation is the original data.  

 

 

Figure 3-17 Gaussian filter calculation 
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 (3-6) 

For the average method expressed in Eqn. (3-7) where d1 is the latest one, d2 the second latest, 

d3 third latest, d4 forth latest and d5fifth latest, the latest 5 data are collected from the real-time 

updating data set to calculate the average.  

Input= 1 2 8 64 256     
          

kernel 0.8 1 0.8       
 

calculation          
 1× 0.8 1 0.8      
          
 2×  0.8 1 0.8     
          
 8×   0.8 1 0.8    
          
 64×    0.8 1 0.8   
          
 256×     0.8 1 0.8  
          
 sum 0.8 2.6 9.2 60.8 275.2    
          

Output=  0.8 2.6 9.2 60.8 275.2    
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For the weighted average#1 expressed in Eqn. (3-8), the latest 5 data are collected to calculate 

the weighted average using weights of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 from the earliest one to latest one, 

respectively. 

For the weighted average#2 expressed in Eqn. (3-9), the latest 5 data are used to calculate the 

weighted average with weights of 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 from the earliest one to latest one. 

 ( )1 2 3 4 5 /5A d d d d d= + + + +   (3-7) 

 ( )1 1*1 2*2 3*3 4*4 5*5 /15WA d d d d d= + + + +  (3-8) 

 ( )2 1*5 2*4 3*3 4*2 5*1 /15WA d d d d d= + + + +  (3-9) 

To conduct the experiment, three users were asked to perform a task of selecting the required 

command from the menu. In the experiment, the task is to select the rotation command around 

x axis. For each smoothing method, they were asked to perform the task for 5 times. Time of 

completing the task was recorded. The results of these four methods were compared to get the 

best one. The results are shown in Table 3-2. 

It is noticed that using original data for the virtual mouse to complete the task takes the most 

time. It takes less time to complete the task using smoothed data. The method of using the 

Gaussian filter takes the least time. Therefore, the Gaussian filter is applied to smooth the data 

in order to improve the stability and effectiveness of the virtual mouse control. 
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Figure 3-18 Comparison between original data and Gaussian filtered data 

 

Table 3-2 Comparison of the average completion time 

Method AFT User1 AFT User2 AFT User3 AFT 
Original 10.41s 10.27s 10.49s 10.39s 
Gaussian 5.54s 5.60s 5.57s 5.57s 
Average 5.74s 5.90s 6.18s 5.94s 

Weighted 
average #1 

6.38s 6.53s 6.32s 6.41s 

Weighted 
average #2 

6.39s 6.64s 6.50s 6.51s 

AFT: Average finishing time 
 

3.4.2.  Gesture recognition rate 

Twelve gestures are tested in the gesture recognition to evaluate the robustness of the proposed 

system. Three users were taught to perform the gestures before the test. They perform each 

gesture for 30 times with a pause of 2-3 seconds each time. The success of the triggered 
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command was recorded to calculate the recognition rate. The average recognition rate of the 

three users is also calculated. The result is shown in Table 3-3. 

Recognition rates of the designed body gestures are over 80% from Table 3-3. The recognition 

rate of static gestures is higher than dynamic gestures. However, the evaluation only required 

users to perform one command each time and the number of trials is limited. 

 

Table 3-3 Gesture recognition rate 

Gesture Type RR User1 RR User2 RR User3 ARR 
Move forward Static gesture 83.3% 90.0% 86.7% 86.7% 

Move backward Static gesture 86.7% 86.7% 90% 87.8% 
Move upward Static gesture 90% 86.7% 90% 88.9% 

Move downward Static gesture 86.7% 86.7% 90%% 87.8% 
Turn right Static gesture 93.3% 90.0% 90.0% 91.1% 
Turn left Static gesture 93.3% 93.3% 90.0% 92.2% 

Scaling up Dynamic gesture 86.7% 83.3% 83.3% 84.3% 
Scaling down Dynamic gesture 86.7% 83.3% 80.0% 83.3% 
Rotate (x axis) Dynamic gesture 83.3% 83.3% 80.0% 82.2% 
Rotate (y axis) Dynamic gesture 83.3% 83.3% 83.3% 83.3% 
Rotate (z axis) Dynamic gesture 83.3% 83.3% 86.7% 84.4% 

Explode Dynamic gesture 86.7% 83.3% 86.7% 85.6% 
Assembly Dynamic gesture 83.3% 86.7% 83.3% 85.6% 

RR: recognition rate; ARR: average recognition rate  

 

3.4.3.  User test 

A user test was designed to review product models in Solidworks and in the proposed system 

separately to compare the solutions. A questionnaire survey was conducted to rate these two 

systems. There were 10 student users taking part in the test. All the participants had used CAD 

software before and were familiar with CAD commands. But none of them had experience in 

the gesture-based interaction. Before the reviewing process in the two systems, a training 
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process of the gesture-based system was introduced before the test. During the training process, 

they were taught to perform gestures to review the models and they can ask question about the 

gesture operations in order to learn and remember gestures. After the model review in both 

systems, users were asked to evaluate the ease of learning and understanding gestures, 

naturalness and intuitiveness of the both systems. For the learning and understanding (LU), the 

scale is set from 1 to 5 (1 represents “easy”, 3 represents “moderate”, 5 represents “difficult”). 

For the naturalness (N) and intuitiveness (I), the scale is set as 1 to 5 (1 represents “awkward”, 

2 represents “boring”, 3 represents “acceptable”, 4 represents “good”, 5 represents “perfect”). 

As the sample size (participants) is small, non-parametric method (Mann-Whitney) was 

applied to compare the statistically significant differences of the scale value in the 

questionnaire (Guerra, Gidel and Vezzetti, 2016). The results are shown in Table 3-4.  

Though the average scale of LU using gestures is slightly lower than the keyboard and mouse, 

the Mann-Whitney U for LU is larger than 0.05 and it means that there are not significant 

differences in the feedback of users comparing LU. Therefore, learning and understanding 

difficulty of gestures and the keyboard and mouse for CAD operations is basically the same. 

The Mann-Whitney U for N and I is smaller than 0.05 and it means that there are differences 

comparing naturalness and intuitiveness of using the mouse and keyboard-based CAD system 

and the gesture-based system for the design review. Comparing the mode and mean of the users’ 

feedback, most users responded that it was “acceptable” to use the keyboard and mouse for 

interactions. For the gesture-based design review system, the majority of users thought it “good” 

to review the models in such a system. In general, difficulties of learning and understanding the 

designed gestures and the keyboard and mouse-based commands for CAD operation are 
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similar. The naturalness and intuitiveness are improved using the gesture-based design review 

system. 

Table 3-4 Statistical results 

Likert-type Median Mode Mean Mann-Whitney 
LU G 2 2 1.6 0.3724 
LU K 2 2 1.9 
N G 4 4 4.2 0.0007 
N K 3 3 2.7 
I G 4 4 4.0 0.0076 
I K 3 3 3.3 

 

This chapter presented a body gesture-based design review interface. Body gestures are applied 

to manipulate CAD models in a VR system. Product assembly and modular disassembly are 

simulated for users to not only review the assembly model but also access to the product 

modules. However, the detail parts in modules are not able to review. The following chapter 

will introduce hand gestures for the product detail review. 
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Chapter 4   

Hand gesture-based interface for design 

review 

4.1.  Proposed system 

A hand gesture-based design interface is developed using the Vizard VR software (Vizard, 

2015) and Leap Motion Controller (LMC). There is no study done combining Vizard and LMC 

for the design review. User’s hand gestures are applied for user interactions with 3D models in 

the VR environment to improve the naturalness and intuitiveness of HCI. Figure 4-1 shows the 

structure of the proposed system. The CAD system is used to design product for the model 

manipulation in the VR system. The VR system, connecting with the LMC application 

programming interface (API) using Python programming, provides a platform for user 

interactions to CAD models using gestures. Leap Motion Python SDK is used for capturing 

hand data, which is shown in Figure 4-2. Figure 4-2a shows left hand data and Figure 4-2b 

shows right hand data. Captured data from the LMC are mapped with gesture templates to 

obtain the user’s command to operate the model. 
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Figure 4-1 System structure 

 

 

Figure 4-2 LMC hand data 
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4.2.  Gesture and mapping 

4.2.1.  Gesture design 

Commands in the review mode of most CAD systems can be classified into translation, rotation 

and scaling operations (Song et al., 2014). These commands are mainly operated using the 

computer mouse and keyboard. Hand gestures are proposed in this research to replace the 

computer mouse and keyboard for the command input as shown in Table 4-1.  

Users have to keep their arm floating in the air against gravity when gestures are used to 

manipulate the model. The number of gestures is minimized to reduce users’ cognitive load for 

remembering hand positions and movements. Four simple gestures are proposed based on the 

user study in the previous research (Thakur and Rai, 2015). Gesture definitions in this research 

are shown in Table 4-2. 

Attributes in Table 4-2 are used to define the gesture templates as T = {T1, T2, T3}, where T1 

represents the translation gesture, T2 represents the rotation gesture and T3 represents the 

scaling gesture as shown in Table 4-3. Considering the hand size of different users, a threshold 

τ is used to match gestures from different users. The switching gesture in Table 2 is predefined 

in the LMC’s application programming interface (API), which is recognized by the API and it 

is only mapped with the switching command in the VR System. 

The translation operation is a pinch gesture using the left hand. The pinch gesture serves 

grabbing the model and translating the model in the interaction area (Thakur and Rai, 2015). 

The displacement from the pinch gesture is used as a parameter for the translation. The rotation 

operation uses a stretched left hand. The rotation operation is based on the Euler rotation in the 

VR system.  
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The scaling operation uses two index fingers moving apart from each other. The gesture acts as 

a trigger signal and adjust the zooming parameter. The user zooms in or out by widening or 

narrowing the distance between two index fingers. 

 

Table 4-1 CAD commands and proposed gestures 

Software CAD commands Operations Functions Gestures 
Solidworks Pan Translation Translate the  

model 
Translation 

AutoCAD 3D pan Translation 
CATIA Pan Translation 
Solidworks Rotate Rotation Rotate the model Rotation 
Solidworks Roll Rotation 
AutoCAD Rotate Rotation 
AutoCAD 3D Rotate Rotation 
CATIA Rotate Rotation 
Solidworks Zoom to fit Scaling Zoom in or out to 

see the entire or 
certain area of a 
model 

Scaling 
Solidworks Zoom to area Scaling 
Solidworks Zoom in/out Scaling 
AutoCAD Scale Scaling 
AutoCAD 3D zoom Scaling 
CATIA Fit all in Scaling 
CATIA Zoom area Scaling 
CATIA Zoom in/out Scaling 
╲ ╲ ╲ Switch components 

of the input model 
Switching 
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Table 4-2 Gesture definition 

Translation 

   
Index and middle fingers of the left hand are used to perform pinch gestures for grab and 
release commands. When a model is grabbed, it can be translated to any place in the 
interaction window. The model is released by opening fingers. A template of the translation 

gesture is defined using joints of palm and thumb ( 1a ), palm and index ( 2a ), palm and 

middle ( 3a ), palm and ring ( 4a ), palm and pinky ( 5a ), index and middle ( 11a ) and the 

angular relationship between index and middle fingers ( 12a ). 

Rotation 

   
The model can be rotated based on the rotation of five fingers of the left hand. A template of 

the rotation gesture is defined using joints of palm and thumb ( 1a ), palm and index ( 2a ), 

palm and middle ( 3a ), palm and ring ( 4a ), palm and pinky ( 5a ), index and middle ( 11a ) 

and the angular relationship between index and middle fingers ( 12a ). 

Scaling 

  
Two index fingers are used for scaling the model. A template of the scaling gesture is 
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defined using left hand joints of palm and thumb ( 1a ), palm and index ( 2a ), palm and 

middle ( 3a ), palm and ring ( 4a ), palm and pinky ( 5a ), and right hand joints of palm and 

thumb ( 6a ), palm and index ( 7a ), palm and middle ( 8a ), palm and ring ( 9a ), palm and pinky 

( 10a ). 

Switching 

   
Stretching index finger of the right hand and swiping it from left to right will change a 
model to the next model, swiping it from right to left will return to the original model. 

 

Table 4-3 Template representation 

 
A 

 
T 

1a  
(mm) 

2a  
(mm) 

3a  
(mm) 

4a  
(mm) 

5a  
(mm) 

6a  
(mm) 

7a  
(mm) 

8a  
(mm) 

9a  
(mm) 

10a  
(mm) 

11a  
(mm) 

12a  
(deg) 

T1 55 110 115 50 50 ╲ ╲ ╲ ╲ ╲ 42 20 
T2 95 110 115 108 100 ╲ ╲ ╲ ╲ ╲ 42 20 
T3 50 110 65 50 50 50 110 65 50 50 ╲ ╲ 
τ 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 10 8 

A=attribute; T=template; τ=threshold value 

4.2.2.  Gesture mapping 

The LMC captures the movement of hands and fingers with around 200 fps. Changes of the 

direction and displacement of hands can be identified by comparing data between two frames. 

Gesture mapping is to match the captured data to the template. A flow chart of the gesture 

mapping process is shown in Figure 4-3.  
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Figure 4-3 Gesture mapping flow chart 

 

The LMC detects and tracks motions of hands. The captured data are calculated for values of 

attributes that are applied for template mapping. The combination of 1a , 2a , 3a , 4a , 5a , 

11a , 12a  is for translation and rotation gestures, the combination of 1a , 2a , 3a , 4a , 5a , 6a , 

7a , 8a , 9a , 10a  is for the scaling gesture. If captured data are mapped with gesture templates, 

the corresponding commands will be triggered. Therefore, mapping the captured data to the 

template of gesture i is as follows:  
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( ,  ) = 

    
b b b

i
1, if  a  - d  <  (b = 0,1,2,...,12)

g T D
0, otherwise

t

  (4-1) 

Where iT  represents a template for gesture i, ba  are attributes with a mapping threshold τ, 

bd  are calculated values of the attribute from input data. D is a distant vector calculated from 

the captured data. An example of the rotation gesture mapping is shown in Table 4-4. The LMC 

represents five fingers (thumb, index, middle, ring and pinky) with joints of the hand. The 

detail of representations of the rotation gesture is shown in Figure 4-4. As the result of 

2( ,  )g T D  equals to 1, the rotation gesture is recognized. 

 

Table 4-4 Gesture mapping example 

 
  

    O 
A D 2T  τ 

1a  108.8 95 15 

2a  113.0 110 15 

3a  118.3 115 15 

4a  112.0 108 15 

5a  104.8 100 15 

11a  40.3 42 10 

12a  19.92 20 8 
O=output; A=attribute 

      P 
F 

Input data (mm) 
X Y Z 

palm -51.5 179.7 80.5 
thumb 54.2 170.8 104.5 
index 7.4 223.9 -5.2 
middle -27.9 232.8 -22.6 
ring -69.4 225.1 -20.4 
pinky -122.8 205.7 8.2 
P=position; F=finger 
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Figure 4-4 Example of the gesture mapping (Leap Motion, 2015) 

4.3.  System implementation and application 

The interface is written using the Python programming language in the Vizard system. The 

LMC captures user’s hand and finger data frame by frame for the gesture recognition. The 

recognized gestures are converted into CAD commands for the model manipulation. A rotating 

shaft model with eight parts and a vehicle wheel model with seven parts are applied as 

examples for the design manipulation. 

The design interface consists of two parts: virtual hands and the user menu. Virtual hands, 

designed in the Vizard system, interact with models based on operations selected by the user 

from the menu. The menu consists of four selection buttons to perform different functions 

activated by touching buttons with a virtual hand. As shown in Figure 4-5, opposite arrows in 

the left corner of the window perform the assembly function in the interaction area of the 

interface. In this example, the position of the long shaft is fixed. Users can assemble the rest 

components with the translation gesture. When the distance between the selected component 

and long shaft reaches to a certain value, the selected components will be automatically 

assembled. Opposite arrows at the right corner perform the model disassembly. The green 

Gesture mapping Leap motion controller hand bone 
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button on the left side activates the rotation and scaling commands in the manipulation process. 

The blue button on the right works as the deactivation of rotation and scaling commands. The 

manipulation process is shown in Figures 4-5 and 4-6, a-f show the manipulation of detailed 

models, g-i display the manipulation of the complete model. 

 

 

Figure 4-5 Design review interface-rotating shaft 

a) b) c) 

d) e) f) 

g) h) i) 
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Figure 4-6 Design review interface-vehicle wheel 

4.4.  System evaluation 

4.4.1.  Gesture recognition rate 

The gesture operations were tested by three users with different hand sizes for the gesture 

recognition to evaluate the robustness of the proposed system. Users perform each gesture for 

50 times. The results are shown in Table 4-5. The recognition rates of the correct gestures are 

over 80%. 

 

 

 

 

a) b) c) 

d) e) f) 

g) h) i) 
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Table 4-5 Gesture recognition rate 

Gesture User Total trial Success Recognition rate 
Translation User#1 50 43 86.0% 
Rotation User#1 50 43 86.0% 
Scaling User#1 50 45 90.0% 
Translation User#2 50 45 90.0% 
Rotation User#2 50 46 92.0% 
Scaling User#2 50 44 88.0% 
Translation User#3 50 44 88.0% 
Rotation User#3 50 43 86.0% 
Scaling User#3 50 46 92.0% 

 

4.4.2.  User test 

Although the gestures can be effectively triggered, the detail performance of the gesture 

recognition is still unclear. A further user test was conducted as follows.  

Fourteen students were invited to test the proposed system. Seven of the participants were 

familiar with CAD commands using the computer mouse and keyboard as input devices. Seven 

of the participants had no experience using the CAD software. None of fourteen students had 

used the gesture-based interaction system before. A two-step training process was introduced 

before the test. Firstly, they were taught to manipulate the design model in Solidworks using 

the mouse and keyboard as input devices. Secondly, they were taught to manipulate the design 

model in the VR system using hand gestures as input. After the training process, the 

participants can review the model by themselves in Solidworks and the VR system to compare 

the difference. A questionnaire was prepared for the comparison between gestures (G) and the 

mouse and keyboard (MK) as input methods for model manipulations in five aspects: learning 

time, intuitiveness, naturalness, cognitive load and ergonomic comfort. For the intuitiveness (I), 
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naturalness (N) and ergonomic comfort (EC), the scale is set from 1 to 10 (1 represents “bad”, 

10 represents “good”). For the learning time (LT), the scale is also set as 1 to 10 (1 represents 

“short”, 10 represents “long”). For cognitive load (CL), the scale is set as 1 to 10 (1 represents 

“low”, 10 represents “high”). Both parametric method (t-test) and non-parametric method 

(Mann-Whitney) were applied to compare the statistically significant differences of the scale 

value in the questionnaire (Guerra, Gidel and Vezzetti, 2016). The statistical results are shown 

in Table 4-6.  

The P-value and Mann-Whitney U are all smaller than 0.05, which means that there are 

significant differences in the feedback of users comparing learning time, intuitiveness, 

naturalness, cognitive load and ergonomic comfort using hand gestures and the mouse and 

keyboard. From the mean, median and mode scales of the five aspects, it can be observed that 

the proposed gesture-based design interface is preferred for the design manipulation and the 

gestures are easy to learn and remember.  

 

Table 4-6 Statistical results 

Likert-type Mean StDev T-value P-value Median Mode Mann-Whitney U 
LT MK 6.43 1.50 

5.20 0 
6 5 

0.0001 
LT G 3.57 1.40 3 3 
I MK 5.79 0.80 

6.68 0 
6 6 

0.0000 
I G 8.07 1.00 8 8 
N MK 5.93 0.92 

4.55 0 
6 6 

0.0002 
N G 7.86 1.29 8 8 
CL MK 5.64 0.84 

5.78 0 
5 5 

0.0000 
CL G 3.36 1.22 3 3 
EC MK 5.71 0.99 

6.61 0 
6 6 

0.0000 
EC G 8.14 0.95 8 8 
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This chapter presented a hand gesture-based design review interface using LMC. Hand 

gestures are applied to manipulate CAD models. Product module and detail parts are visualized 

and users can review the models using hand gestures. In the new chapter, the combination of 

body and hand gestures for assembly and detail design review system will be presented to make 

users have a fully understanding of product design. 
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Chapter 5   

Integration of body and hand gestures for 

design review  

5.1.  System structure 

In this section, a design review system combining Kinect for body gestures and LMC for hand 

gestures is developed. Both assembly design review and detail design review can be achieved 

in this system by selecting different review modes. A screenshot of the system is shown in 

Figure 5-1. The structure of the developed system is depicted in Figure 5-2. The system 

structure is similar to the design review system developed in Chapters 3 and 4. CAD design, 

gesture input and VR system are three main components of the developed system. The CAD 

design was described in Chapters 3 and 4. The gesture input combines both body and hand 

gestures by applying Kinect and LMC for different reviewing purposes. The body gestures 

captured by Kinect are used to review the assembly models and select menu. The hand gestures 

captured by LMC are used to review part details. The template mapping methods are applied 

for the gesture recognition in the Vizard VR system. The specific gesture design, system 

implementation and comparison of the proposed design review systems are discussed later in 

this Chapter. 
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Figure 5-1 Design review interface using combined gestures 

 

 

Figure 5-2 System structure 
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5.2.  Gesture design and definition 

There are two categories of gestures in the design review system: body gestures and hand 

gestures. The body gestures with six static gestures and two dynamic gestures are designed for 

the assembly review to allow user to manipulate the whole design model and navigate the 

model from different views. The hand gestures containing five dynamic gestures are designed 

for the detail review in which user can manipulate both the design model and detail parts. The 

gesture recognition method for body gestures and hand gestures was discussed in Chapters 3 

and 4, respectively. The body gesture definition is shown in Table 5-1 and the hand gesture 

definition is in Table 5-2. 

 

Table 5-1 Body gesture definition 

Static Gesture  

 
Front view 

 
Side view 

Gesture: Move forward 
Category: Navigation 
When the right hand is raised forward 
and the arm is around 90 degree to the 
chest, the main view will be navigated 
forward. 

 
Front view 

 
Side view 

Gesture: Move backward 
Category: Navigation 
When the left hand is raised forward 
and the arm is around 90 degree to the 
chest, the main view will be navigated 
backward. 
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Gesture: Move upward 
Category: Navigation 
When the left hand is raised up and the elbow to the upper arm 
is around 90 degree, the main view will be navigated 
upward.—same as the move backward? 

 

Gesture: Move downward 
Category: Navigation 
When the left hand is raised down and the elbow to the upper 
arm is around 90 degree, the main view will be navigated 
downward. 

 

Gesture: Turn right 
Category: Navigation 
When the right hand is raised up by the side and the elbow to 
the arm is around 60 degree to the right leg, the main view will 
be turned right. 

 

Gesture: Turn left 
Category: Navigation 
When the left hand is raised up by the side and the elbow to 
the arm is around 60 degree to the right leg, the main view will 
be turned left. 

Dynamic Gesture 

 
Gesture#1 

 
Gesture#2 

 
Gesture#3 

Gesture: Scaling up  
Category: Scaling 
The assembly model will be scaled 
up, when the user performs 
gesture#1, gesture#2 and gesture#3 
in a sequence. 

 
Gesture#3 

 
Gesture#2 

 
Gesture#1 

Gesture: Scaling down  
Category: Scaling 
The model will be scaled down, 
when the user performs gesture#3 
first and followed by gesture#2, 
gesture#1. 
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Gesture: Rotate  
Category: Rotation 
The assembly model will be 
rotated in the x or y or z axis when 
user raises left and right hands 
around the neck and rotates the 
waist. When user rotates the waist 
to the left, the assembly model will 
rotate positively. When user rotates 
the waist to the right, the assembly 
model will rotate negatively. 

 

Table 5-2 Hand gesture definition 

Translation 

   
Index and middle fingers of the left hand are used to perform pinch gestures for grab and 
release commands. When a model is grabbed, it can be translated to any place in the 
interaction window. The model is released by opening fingers. A template of the translation 

gesture is defined using joints of palm and thumb ( 1a ), palm and index ( 2a ), palm and 

middle ( 3a ), palm and ring ( 4a ), palm and pinky ( 5a ), index and middle ( 11a ) and the 

angular relationship between index and middle fingers ( 12a ). 

Rotation 

   
The model can be rotated based on the rotation of five fingers of the left hand. A template of 

the rotation gesture is defined using joints of palm and thumb ( 1a ), palm and index ( 2a ), 
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palm and middle ( 3a ), palm and ring ( 4a ), palm and pinky ( 5a ), index and middle ( 11a ) and 

the angular relationship between index and middle fingers ( 12a ). 

Scaling 

   
Left hand is used for scaling the model. A template of the scaling gesture is defined using 

left hand joints of palm and thumb ( 1a ), palm and index ( 2a ), palm and middle ( 3a ), palm 

and ring ( 4a ), palm and pinky ( 5a ).  

Disassembly 

   
Two hands are used for disassembling the model. A template of the gesture is defined using 
angles between two hands’ finger tips lines that L1 is the line between thumbs, L2 is 
indexes, L3 is middles, L4 is rings and L5 is pinkies. The included angle between L1 and L2 

is 6a , L2 and L3 is 7a , L3 and L4 is 8a , L4 and L5 is 9a  and L5 and L1 is 10a . 

Switching 

   
Stretching index finger of the right hand and swiping it from left to right will change a 
model to the next model, swiping it from right to left will return to the previous model. 
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5.3.  Model transformation analysis 

In the Vizard VR system, model transformations refer to the mapping from object to global 

coordinates. The model transformations such as translation, rotation and scaling are achieved 

using transformation matrices. The object transformation in the system can be represented by a 

4×4 transformation matrix. The order of transformations applied is important as it will lead to 

different results if applied in the wrong order. In the Vizard system, transformations are applied 

to objects in the “reverse” order by following the OpenGL convention. It means that a new 

transformation matrix is needed to pre-multiply the existing one for the new transformation. 

For example, an object with a scale of 1.5×1.5×1.5 at the position of [1, 2, 3] can be represented 

in Vizard using a 4×4 matrix as Eqn. (5-1). A 60 degree rotation about y axis added to the 

object can be calculated using Eqn. (5-2). The object transformation can be represented using 

the outcome of Eqn. (5-2). 

 

 

1.5 0 0 0
0 1.5 0 0

M=
0 0 1.5 0
1 2 3 1

 
 
 
 
 
 

 (5-1) 

 

 

cos 60 0 sin 60 0 1.5 0 0 0 0.75 0 1.299 0
0 1 0 0 0 1.5 0 0 0 1.5 0 0

M'=
sin 60 0 cos 60 0 0 0 1.5 0 1.299 0 0.75 0

0 0 0 1 1 2 3 1 1 2 3 1

− −    
    
    =
    
    
    

 

  (5-2) 
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5.4.  System implementation and applications 

A kart model and a gearbox model with the three-layer structure are applied for the design 

review process. The kart model is shown in Figures 5-3 and 5-5a. The first layer is the 

assembly. The second module layer contains 13 modules: the accelerator and brake, battery, 

chain, electronics, frame, powertrain, seat, shock and suspension, steering, left front tire, right 

front tire, left rear tire and right rear tire. The third layer is detailed parts with around 130 

components. The gearbox model is shown in Figures 5-4 and 5-5b. The design review system 

proposed in Chapter 3 includes the first layer and second layer for the assembly design review. 

The system in Chapter 4 works for the second and third layers in the detail review. 

 

Figure 5-3 Design model of the kart 

Assembly 

Modules 

Detail parts 
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Figure 5-4 Design model of the gearbox 

 

 

Figure 5-5 Constructions of design review models 

 

  

Assembly 

Modules 

Detail parts 
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In this Chapter, these three layers are combined for users to review product design in the 

assembly, modules and detail components.  

The review interface shows the operation menu, virtual mouse, product model and a human 

skeleton in Figure 5-7a. The menu has three review commands and one switching mode 

checkbox placed on the top of the interface window. The virtual mouse is controlled by moving 

the left hand in front of the Kinect sensor within 1.7 meters. The assembly product model is 

initially located at the center of the window. The human skeleton on the right top of the 

window works as a reminder to indicate performing body gestures. When the body gesture is 

recognized, the skeleton will turn red and the operation command will be triggered. 

The detail design review interface shows the hand model and product model in Figure 5-6b. 

The hand model indicates performing hand gestures.  

As skeletal data are past to the VR software through the middleware FAAST for the body 

gesture recognition and hand data are transmitted through LMC SDK for the hand gesture 

recognition, these two data may cause interference during the design review process. A design 

review mode switch checkbox (Figure 5-6) is designed to avoid the interference. Before the 

detail review and assembly review process, users need to select the corresponding checkbox 

using the virtual mouse, and the relevant design review mode will be activated.  
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Figure 5-6 Review mode switching 

5.4.1. Kart model design review 

The assembly design review of kart model is shown in Figures 5-7, 5-8 and 5-9. Users navigate 

in the virtual environment from different viewpoints to review the assembly product model. 

Figure 5-7 shows the navigation operation of the assembly review. Figure 5-7a presents the 

assembly model and front view of the model. Figure 5-7b shows the left side view from the top 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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after the user moved the scene upward. Figure 5-7c shows the right side view. Figure 5-7d 

presents the side view of the kart model. 

 

 

Figure 5-7 Assembly review navigation of kart  

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 
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Figure 5-8 presents the scaling operation to scale up and down the kart model. Figures 5-8a and 

5-8b present the assembly model after performing scaling up and down operations, 

respectively. Figure 5-8c shows the scaling up operation from a different viewpoint. 

 

 

Figure 5-8 Assembly review scaling of kart 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Figure 5-9 exhibits the rotation operation for the model to be rotated from x, y, z axes applying 

the rotation gesture. Figure 5-9a shows the z axis rotation, Figures 5-9b and 5-9c are 

combinations of z and y axes rotations. 

 

 

Figure 5-9 Assembly review rotation of kart 

  

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Screenshots of the detail design review process are shown in Figures 5-10, 5-11 and 5-12. 

Figure 5-10 exhibits the rotation operation in the detail review mode. The model can be rotated 

from x, y, z axes applying rotation hand gestures. Figure 5-10a shows the combination of x and 

y axes rotations of the frame module. Figure 5-10b is an x axis rotation and Figure 5-10c is a 

rotation of the shaft model in the frame module.  

 

 

Figure 5-10 Detail review rotations of kart 

  

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Figure 5-11 shows scaling operations of the detail review to scale up and down the detail model 

to have a close look of the design.  

 

 

Figure 5-11 Detail review scaling of kart 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 
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Figure 5-12 shows translation operations for the detail review. The selected parts can be 

translated to different positions. Figure 5-12b presents the translation scene to grab the front 

frame. When the detail part is grabbed, the color will turn to red. When the grabbed part is 

released, the red color will be cleared. The grabbed part will turn into green when it moves to 

the original position. User can translate different parts in the module for a detail review.  

 

 

Figure 5-12 Detail review translation of kart 

  

a) 

b) 

c) 
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5.4.2. Gearbox model design review 

The assembly review of the gearbox model is shown in Figures 5-13, 5-14 and 5-15. Figure 

5-13 shows the navigation operation of the assembly. Figure 5-13a presents the gearbox model 

from the further view. Figure 5-13b shows the gearbox from the right view and Figure 5-13c 

displays the model from a close view.  

 

 

Figure 5-13 Assembly review navigation of gearbox  

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Figure 5-14 presents the scaling operation to scale up and down the assembly product model. 

Figures 5-14a and 5-14b present the assembly model after performing scaling up and down 

operations, respectively. Figure 5-8c shows the scaling up operation from a different 

viewpoint. 

 

 

Figure 5-14 Assembly review scaling of gearbox 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Figure 5-15 exhibits the rotation operation for the model to be rotated from x, y, z axes 

applying the rotation gesture. Figures 5-15a and 5-15b show the z axis rotation from positive 

and negative directions. Figure 5-15c is a combination of x, y and z axes rotations. 

 

 

Figure 5-15 Assembly review rotation of gearbox 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Figures 5-16, 5-17 and 5-18 display the detail review of the output shaft module of the 

gearbox model. Figure 5-16 shows the rotation operation of the output shaft module. The 

model can be rotated from x, y, z axes applying rotation hand gestures. Figure 5-16b is an x 

axis rotation and Figure 5-16c is a rotation scene of partly assembly of the output shaft module.  

 

 

Figure 5-16 Detail review rotations of gearbox 

  

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Figure 5-17 shows scaling operations to scale up and down the detail model to have a close 

look of the design. Figures 5-17a and 5-17b scale up and down the output shaft assembly. 

Figures 5-17c and 5-17d display the detail parts. 

 

 

Figure 5-17 Detail review scaling of gearbox 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 
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Figure 5-18 shows translation operations. The selected parts can be translated to different 

positions. Figure 5-18b presents the translation scene to grab the flange. When the flange is 

grabbed, the color will turn to red. When the grabbed part is released, the red color will be 

cleared. The grabbed part will turn into green when it moves to the original position. User can 

translate different parts in the module for a detail review.  

 

 

Figure 5-18 Detail review translation of gearbox 

  

a) 

b) 

c) 
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5.5.  Comparison of design review systems 

The evaluation of the design review system can find if the system fulfills the requirement of 

user experience. The analysis of the user experience result is helpful for the system 

improvement. Schrepp et al. proposed a User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) method to 

compare the user experience of products (Schrepp, Hinderks and Thomaschewski, 2014). 

There are many research activities using the UEQ to evaluate products (Dicke et al., 2012; 

Santoso et al., 2014, 2017; Nawaz et al., 2015). For the evaluation of the proposed design 

review system, a comparison study among the body gesture-based design review, hand 

gesture-based design review and body and hand gesture-based design review is made using the 

UEQ method (Hinderks, Schrepp and Thomaschewski, 2016)..  

5.5.1. User test 

Although the design review systems have been developed using gestures for a more natural and 

intuitive way than the computer and mouse in reviewing product model, the evaluation of the 

effectiveness and usability for the gesture-based design review systems has not been conducted 

yet. As the effectiveness and usability will affect users’ understanding while reviewing the 

product model, the purposes of this user test are: (1) to understand users’ experience in using 

gestures in a design review, and (2) to provide suggestions for improvement of the 

gesture-based design review system. 

Twelve users participated in the user test were asked to complete the user experience 

questionnaire. All the participants had used the CAD software before and were familiar with 

CAD commands. Before the user test, a training process of the three systems was introduced. 
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During the training process, they were taught to perform gestures to review the models and 

they can ask question about the gesture operations in order to learn and remember gestures. 

The questionnaire contains two quality categories of the user experience including pragmatic 

quality (goal-directed) and hedonic quality (not goal-directed) aspects as shown in Figure 5-19. 

The questionnaire consists of 26 items categorized into six scales: attractiveness, perspicuity, 

efficiency, dependability, stimulation, and novelty. Perspicuity, efficiency and dependability 

are pragmatic quality aspects. Stimulation and novelty are hedonic quality aspects. 

Attractiveness is a pure valence dimension. The explanation of the six scales is in Table 5-3. 

Reliability of the UEQ scales is typically high and two sample t-tests will be done to calculate 

the statistical significant difference between two comparing systems. Sample items of the 

questionnaire can be found in Table 5-4. The statistical results of the comparison between body 

gesture-based and body and hand gesture-based design review systems are shown in Table 5-5 

and Figure 5-20. The statistical results of the comparison between the hand gesture-based and 

body and hand gesture-based design review systems are shown in Table 5-6 and Figure 5-21. 

 

Table 5-3 Scale explanation (Santoso et al., 2017) 

Scale Definition 
Attractiveness The overall impression of the system.  
Perspicuity The easiness to get familiar with the system and learn how to use the 

system. 
Efficiency The users can review the design model thoroughly without any 

unnecessary effort.  
Dependability The users feel in control of the human computer interaction. 
Stimulation The users feel exciting and motivating to use the system. 
Novelty The system is innovative and creative and it can catch users’ interest. 
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Figure 5-19 Scale classification (Santoso et al., 2017) 

 

Table 5-4 Sample item of questionnaire 

Attractiveness 
Attractive  Unattractive 
Bad  Good 
Unlikable  Pleasing 
Unpleasant  Pleasant 
Unattractive  Attractive 
Unfriendly  Friendly 
The items are scaled from 1 to 7. Thus, 1 represents the most negative 
answer, 4 a neutral answer, and 7 the most positive answer. 

 

Table 5-5 Comparison of gesture-based design review system I 

Scale 
Data Set 1 Data Set 2 

P-value 
Mean STD N Mean STD N 

Attractiveness 1.43 0.22 12 1.90 0.22 12 0 

Perspicuity 1.46 0.40 12 1.46 0.30 12 1.00 

Efficiency 0.94 0.28 12 1.94 0.24 12 0 

Dependability 1.77 0.27 12 1.88 0.42 12 0.48 

Stimulation 1.90 0.27 12 1.85 0.29 12 0.72 

Novelty 1.50 0.34 12 1.71 0.23 12 0.09 

Data Set 1: Body gesture-based, Data Set 2: Body and hand gesture-based 

Attractiveness 

Pragmatic quality Hedonic quality 

Efficiency 

Perspicuity 

Dependability 

Stimulation 

Novelty 
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Figure 5-20 Comparison of gesture-based design review system I 

 

Table 5-5 shows the number of the sample, mean value, standard deviation of six comparing 

scales. P-values of the attractiveness and efficiency are smaller than 0.05, which means that 

there are significant differences in the feedback of the scale means of the attractiveness and 

efficiency. Though there are slight differences between the means of the rest of the four scales 

in Figure 5-20, the p-values of perspicuity, dependability, stimulation and novelty are bigger 

than 0.05 that there are no significant differences. From the statistical results, we can come to a 

conclusion that users are more impressed by the body and hand gesture-based design review 

system because of the thorough reviewing function that users can achieve both assembly and 

detail review. Considering the easiness of learning and using of the system, motivation and 

innovation, the body gesture-based design review system is comparable to the body and hand 

gesture-based design review system. 
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Table 5-6 Comparison of gesture-based design review system II 

Scale 
Data Set 1 Data Set 2 

P-value 
Mean STD N Mean STD N 

Attractiveness 1.65 0.21 12 1.90 0.22 12 0.0087 

Perspicuity 1.13 0.31 12 1.46 0.30 12 0.0137 

Efficiency 0.94 0.37 12 1.94 0.24 12 0 

Dependability 1.38 0.35 12 1.88 0.42 12 0.0044 

Stimulation 1.65 0.34 12 1.85 0.29 12 0.1244 

Novelty 1.60 0.31 12 1.71 0.23 12 0.3640 

Data Set 1: Hand gesture-based, Data Set 2: Body and hand gesture-based 

 

 

Figure 5-21 Comparison of gesture-based design review system II 

 

Table 5-6 presents the number of the sample, mean value, standard deviation of six comparing 

scales. The p-values of attractiveness, perspicuity, efficiency and dependability are smaller 
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than 0.05, which means that there are significant differences in the feedback of the scale means 

of attractiveness, perspicuity, efficiency and dependability. The p-values of stimulation and 

novelty are bigger than 0.05 that there are no significant differences. From the statistical results, 

we can come to two valuable conclusions that users are more impressed by the body and hand 

gesture-based design review system because of the thorough reviewing function and body 

gestures can provide user with more feeling of immersion and it can make users feel in control 

of the human computer interaction. Considering the excitement, innovation and creativity of 

the system, users are interested in using the gesture-based design review systems. 
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Chapter 6  

Conclusions and future work 

6.1.  Research summary 

Based on the literature review of human computer interaction (HCI) devices, virtual reality 

(VR) technology and gesture recognition methods, advantages and disadvantages of different 

HCI devices for the gesture recognition are compared and analyzed. The Microsoft Kinect and 

Leap Motion Controller (LMC) are chosen for the gesture recognition using a template-based 

method. Vizard VR software is selected as the platform to provide users immersive feeling 

during the design review process. Through the analysis of applications in the gesture 

recognition, combining gestures with proper applications in CAD/CAE areas is still under 

development. As Microsoft Kinect comes with specific body gesture recognition features and 

LMC is targeted for the hand gesture recognition, body gesture-based and hand gesture-based 

design review systems are developed separately to compare the design review functions and 

system performance. Six static gestures and six dynamic gestures are defined to represent 

movements in the navigation, translation, rotation, scaling, disassembly and assembly 

commands in the body gesture-based design review system. Recognition rates of the designed 

body gestures are over 80%. Users can review the model from the product assembly to modules. 

Four dynamic gestures representing translation, rotation, scaling and switching commands are 
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designed for the hand gesture-based design review system with the average gesture recognition 

rates of over 80%. Users can review the model from product modules to detail parts. User tests 

are conducted for both systems. The result of the user test indicates that gestures are more 

natural and intuitive comparing with the traditional computer mouse and keyboard as input. 

Through the analysis of the two design review systems, a body and hand gesture-based design 

review system is proposed to combine the design review features of both systems to achieve a 

complete design review process from product assembly to detail parts. An UEQ survey is 

conducted to evaluate the new system. The result indicates that the new system can provide 

users complete design review process. The resulting project provides an immersive, 

user-friendly platform for the CAD/CAE design review process through the integration of VR 

and gesture recognition technology. The natural and intuitive interface helps users review 

product design in a quick, efficient and intuitive way. 

6.2.  Summary of contributions 

The contributions of this research are as follows:  

(1) Six static and six dynamic body gestures are designed to map CAD commands with body 

gestures for the assembly design review.  

(2) Virtual computer mouse control is proposed to operate the menu in order to eliminate the 

gesture interference in the body gesture-based design review system. Four of the data 

smoothing methods are compared including Gaussian filter, average, weighted average#1, 

and weighted average#2 to smooth data transmitted from the Kinect sensor and to improve 

the menu selection accuracy. 
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(3) The Vizard VR environment is integrated with the design review system to provide users 

an immersive, intuitive and natural interface. 

(4) Four dynamic hand gestures are designed to map CAD commands with hand gestures for 

the detail design review. 

(5) A template-based mapping method is applied for both body and hand gesture recognitions 

with a recognition rate of over 80%. 

(6) A design review system combining body and hand gestures is presented to achieve both 

assembly and detail design reviews.  

6.3.  Future work 

In the current research, all of the gestures are predefined and a training process is mandatory for 

users before using the design review system. A machine learning algorithm will be considered 

to expand the system with customized gestures. Also, the CAD designing process in the VR 

environment will be considered to reduce efforts to convert data format from CAD to VR 

systems.  

In the body and hand gesture-based design review system, the Kinect sensor and LMC are 

placed in different locations and users need to move their positions for the detail review. 

Head Mounted Device (HMD) will be considered for a full immersive visualization in the 

virtual environment. LMC can be placed on the forehead of HMD to eliminate users’ 

movements.  
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Appendix I 
The Evaluation of Gesture-based Design Review System 

In this work, we propose a body gesture-based design review system for CAD models to be 

reviewed in a virtual environment. We want to evaluate our system by comparing the existing 

keyboard and mouse CAD system with our system. Six commands: translation, scaling, 

rotation, navigation, exploding, assembly are designed for the design review process. 

1. Age 

  _________________________________ 

2. Have you used CAD software before? (such as: CATIA, SOLIDWORKS, AUTOCAD, UG)  

   ○ Yes    ○ No 

3. Is it easy or difficult to learn and remember the designed gestures in the training process? 

(please give you mark according to the easiness) 

   ○ 1 (easy)  ○ 2   ○ 3 (moderate)   ○ 4   ○ 5 (difficult) 

4. Is it easy or difficult to understand the meaning of the designed body gestures? (please give 

your mark according the easiness)  

   ○ 1 (easy)   ○ 2   ○ 3 (moderate)   ○ 4   ○ 5 (difficult) 

5. Is it easy or difficult to learn and remember CAD command in professional CAD software 

using mouse and keyboard? (please give your mark)  

   ○ 1 (easy)   ○ 2   ○ 3 (moderate)   ○ 4   ○ 5 (difficult) 
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6. Without considering the exact function provided, taking naturalness and intuitiveness into 

consideration, what do you think of the current CAD software interaction with the computer 

using the mouse and keyboard?  

   ○ awkward   ○ boring   ○ acceptable   ○ good   ○ perfect 

7. Only considering the interaction, what do you think of the new gesture-based design review 

system?  

   ○ awkward   ○ boring   ○ acceptable   ○ good   ○ perfect 

8. Do you think the designed gesture can intuitively represent the CAD command for the design 

review system and it is easy to remember the meaning of gestures during the training session?  

   ○ 1 (totally cannot remember)   ○ 2 (remember a little but less than half) 

   ○ 3 (remember half of them)   ○ 4 (remember most of them) 

   ○ 5 (remember all of them) 

9. If only considering the proposed functions, which interaction way do you prefer to use ? (the 

computer mouse and keyboard or body gesture)  

   ○ mouse and keyboard   ○ body gesture 
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Appendix II 
The Evaluation of the Hand Gesture-Based Design Review System 

1. Name 

  _________________________________ 

2. Age 

  _________________________________ 

3. Do you have any experience with CAD software? (SolidWorks, Catia, ProE, etc)  

   ○ Yes 

   ○ No 

4. The learning time of using the computer mouse and keyboard-based CAD system. (if you 

have experience with CAD software before, just review how long it took to learn the CAD 

software comparing the gesture-based software) (1-10, 1:short, 10:long)  

   ○ 1    ○ 2    ○ 3    ○ 4   ○ 5   ○ 6   ○ 7   ○ 8   ○ 9   ○ 10 

5. Intuitiveness of the mouse and keyboard-based design review system. (1: bad, 10: good) 

(Intuitiveness means the command is easy to remember)  

   ○ 1   ○ 2   ○ 3   ○ 4   ○ 5  ○ 6   ○ 7   ○ 8   ○ 9   ○ 10 

6. Naturalness of the mouse and keyboard-based design review system. (1: bad, 10: good) 

(naturalness means simple)  

   ○ 1   ○ 2   ○ 3   ○ 4   ○ 5   ○ 6   ○ 7   ○ 8   ○ 9   ○ 10 
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7. The cognitive load of the mouse and keyboard-based design review system. (1: low, 10: 

high) (cognitive means memory load)  

   ○ 1   ○ 2   ○ 3   ○ 4   ○ 5   ○ 6   ○ 7   ○ 8   ○ 9   ○ 10 

8. Ergonomic comfort of using the mouse and keyboard during the design review. (1: bad, 10: 

good) (ergonomic comfort means easiness to perform)  

   ○ 1   ○ 2   ○ 3   ○ 4   ○ 5   ○ 6   ○ 7   ○ 8   ○ 9   ○ 10 

9. The learning time of the gesture-based CAD system. (1-10, 1:short, 10:long)  

   ○ 1   ○ 2   ○ 3   ○ 4   ○ 5   ○ 6   ○ 7   ○ 8   ○ 9   ○ 10 

10. Intuitiveness of the gesture-based design review system. (1: bad, 10: good) (Intuitiveness 

means the command is easy to remember)  

   ○ 1   ○ 2   ○ 3   ○ 4   ○ 5   ○ 6   ○ 7   ○ 8   ○ 9   ○ 10 

11. Naturalness of the gesture-based design review system. (1: bad, 10: good) (naturalness 

means simple)  

   ○ 1   ○ 2   ○ 3   ○ 4   ○ 5   ○ 6   ○ 7   ○ 8   ○ 9   ○ 10 

12. Cognitive load of the gesture-based design review system. (1: low, 10: high) (cognitive 

means memory load)  

   ○ 1   ○ 2   ○ 3   ○ 4   ○ 5   ○ 6   ○ 7   ○ 8   ○ 9  ○ 10 

13. Ergonomic comfort of using gestures during the design review. (1: bad, 10: good) 

(ergonomic comfort means easiness to perform)  

   ○ 1   ○ 2   ○ 3   ○ 4   ○ 5   ○ 6   ○ 7   ○ 8   ○ 9   ○ 10 
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Appendix III 
User Experience Questionnaire for the design review system 

Number __________           Design review system __________ 

(1: Body gesture, 2:Hand gesture, 3: Body and hand gesture) 

The UEQ contains 6 scales with 26 items: 

Attractiveness: The overall impression of the system.   

Perspicuity: The easiness to get familiar with the system and learn how to use the system.  

Efficiency: The users can review the design model thoroughly without any unnecessary effort.   

Dependability: The users feel in control of the human computer interaction. 

Stimulation: The users feel exciting and motivating to use the system. 

Novelty: The system is innovative and creative and it can catch users’ interest.  

An example of an item is:  

Attractive  Unattractive 

The items are scaled from 1 to 7. Thus, 1 represents the most negative answer, 4 a neutral 

answer, and 7 the most positive answer. 
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Attractiveness Stimulation 

Annoying  Enjoyable Inferior  Valuable 
Bad  Good Boring  Exciting 
Unlikable  Pleasing Not interesting  Interesting 
Unpleasant  Pleasant Demotivating  Motivating 
Unattractive  Attractive Dependability 
Unfriendly  Friendly Unpredictable  Predictable 

Efficiency Obstructive  Supportive 
Slow  Fast Not secure  Secure 
Inefficient  Efficient Does not meet 

expectations 
 Meet  

expectations 
Impractical  Practical Novelty 
cluttered  Organized Dull  Creative 

Perspicuity Conventional  Inventive 
Not 
understandable 

 understandable Usual  Leading  
edge 

Difficult to 
learn 

 Easy to learn Conservative  Innovative 

Complicated  Easy    
Confusing  Clear    
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